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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



authentic. 
practical.
affordable. 

Mineralwall.

Innerspace Cheshire Mineralwall is a selection of 
urban, industrial finishes that are supplied on a roll. A 
flexible product choice to be used in interior spaces 
to help achieve an urban look.

Every sheet on a roll is indiviually hand finished so 
there is no pattern repeats and athentic finished look 
due to real particles. 
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concrete plain.

Mineralwall concrete plain is a modern, timeless surface 
with a plain poured finish. The wallpaper thin product 
makes it highly versatile. It can be used for countertops, 
floors, walls, and even furniture. 
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concrete shutter.

Mineralwall concrete shutter again like concrete plain is a 
modern, timeless surface. It has a shuttered finish with the
imprint of the timber shuttering visible on the surface. It can 
be used for countertops, floors, walls, and even furniture. 
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rust.

Mineralwall rust's industrial look is highly desirable. Deep 
orange autumnal tones of rusted steel create an aged and 
weathered look with a sense of history. Rust on a roll is 
available in a plain finish creating the effect of rusted sheet 
metal or in a waffle finish with a much heavier texture.
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choose your roll

mineralwall.guide

concrete plain concrete shutter rust

OR OR 
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Sample.selection

concrete plain concrete shutter rust

mineralwall.samples



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


